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Tuesday, February 28, 2012 593athrough gap junctions has been shown to reduce such variability which may re-
turn as coupling is reduced. A phenomenological model capable of accurately
capturing action potential morphology and variability observed in experimental
data has been developed with tunable restitution properties. The phenomeno-
logical formulation also allows fast simulation compared with biophysically
detailed models. This model is now used to investigate the effects of action po-
tential variability over prolonged periods.
A two dimensional tissue slab is simulated using a monodomain model and the
simulation software Chaste. Simulations are performed with and without vari-
ability in the action potential model. Different coupling strengths are used with
a physiological conductivity corresponding to a conduction velocity of 71cm/s.
Simulations are performed at full conductivity, and with the conductivity scaled
by factors of 0.5, 0.1 and 0.05.
At a pacing cycle length of 1000ms with physiological coupling and differences
in action potential duration with and without variability are negligible. Under
reduced coupling, the difference increases to a maximum of 2ms. No correla-
tion is observed between beats.
At a cycle length of 230ms, temporal variability drives the cell model to alter-
nans. This effect is reduced in tissue at all conductivities. Tissue was paced for
40 beats at a cycle length of 230ms before a cycle length reduction of 4ms. The
process was repeated until propagation failed. At a cycle length of 222ms a spa-
tially discordant alternans of magnitude 2ms was observed.
In conclusion, stochastic effects are masked at physiological conductivity
values and effects do not accumulate over time. At significantly reduced con-
ductivity heterogeneities in repolarisation can be induced.
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We are exploring the viability of a novel approach to cardiocyte contractility
assessment based on biomechanical properties of the cardiac cells, energy con-
servation principles, and information content measures. We define our measure
of cell contraction as being the distance between the shapes of the contracting
cell, assessed by the minimum total energy of the domain deformation (warp-
ing) of one cell shape into another. To guarantee a meaningful vis-a`-vis corre-
spondence between the two shapes, we employ both a data fidelity term and
a regularization term. The data fidelity term is based on nonlinear features of
the shapes while the regularization term enforces the compatibility between
the shape deformations and that of a hyper-elastic material. We tested this ap-
proach by assessing the contractile responses in isolated adult rat cardiocytes
and contrasted these measurements against two different methods for contrac-
tility assessment in the literature. Results show good qualitative and quantita-
tive agreements with these methods as far as frequency, pacing, and overall
behavior of the contractions are concerned. We hypothesize that the proposed
methodology, once appropriately developed and customized, can provide
a framework for computational cardiac cell biomechanics that can be used to
integrate both theory and experiment. For example, besides giving a good as-
sessment of contractile response of the cardiocyte, since the excitation process
of the cell is a closed system, this methodology can be employed in an attempt
to infer statistically significant model parameters for the constitutive equations
of the cardiocytes.
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Multipotent progenitor cells have appealing characteristics such that they can
self divide or develop into virtually any given cell type depending on environ-
mental factors. Lineage-affiliated transcription factors govern the specification
of a given cell lineage. A concern is how lineage -determining transcription fac-
tors lead to the stability of progenitor cells, committing to a specific cell line.
Binary cell fate decisions can be governed mathematically by circuits that gen-
erate attractors corresponding to specified lineages. Bifurcations represent cell
divisions and stage differentiation from lineage specific attractors. The findings
of the constructed model represent that stages of stem cell differentiation
through auto-regulation, inhibition and degradation factors can be analyzed
mathematically by the stability of the stochastic and deterministic features
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Cancer research has achieved dramatic advances in recent years with mod-
ern techniques and aroused extensive efforts to discover effective therapeu-
tic drugs. As complement to time and resource intensive traditional drug
development methods, application of computational models for drug phar-
macokinetics and pharmacodynamics research has become increasingly
popular because of its high efficiency and flexibility. Our work provides
a well-designed integrated mechanistic model for developing cancer drugs
by incorporating new techniques like PET, CT, and intravital microscopy.
This model studies drug distribution and therapeutic effects from a system-
atic viewpoint at three different yet highly related levels. Firstly, a macro-
scale model was established to study time course drug distributions in dif-
ferent organs especially in blood which circulates in whole body and de-
livers drug to targeted tumor. At the intratumoral level, a coupled 3D
tumor growth and angiogenesis model was proposed to elaborately simulate
neovasculature formation and calculate regional variations in drug distribu-
tion inside solid tumor. The third part focuses on how regional variations
in drug distribution affect tumor cell death/proliferation rate by linking
therapeutic response to intracellular signaling pathway blockade or alter-
ation, which provides us a high-resolution overview of drug action in the
targeted tumor cell. Hence, the first two modules which target the organ
level and intratumoral microenvironment are directly coupled to pharmaco-
kinetics analysis which is linked to the last component of the model that
analyzes the pharmacodynamic effects at the cellular level. Experimental
data for calibrating computational model, like drug distribution, tumor vas-
culature, drug penetration rate etc., were measured using PET, CT, and
high resolution intravital microscopy. We perform simulations to investi-
gate the delivery efficiency and drug efficacy of free drug and nanothera-
peutics. Our model successfully predicted optimal drug property and
therapy strategy. Finally, model effectiveness was validated by in vivo ex-
perimental data.
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Regulation of cell proliferation and cell division plays fundamental roles in tis-
sue formation, organ development, and cancer progression. However, mecha-
nisms of regulation of tissue elongation through cell proliferation and cell
division is still poorly understood. Here we use a recently developed two-
dimensional mechanical cellular model to study the mechanisms of regulation
of tissue elongation in Drosophila wing. Our model takes into account the
properties of cell geometry and cell mechanics and realisticly models the dy-
namic processes of cell growth, cell rearrangement, and cell division. We
study the effects of directional cues such as oriented division plane and ori-
ented mechanical force on tissue elongation. We also explore the role of re-
duced cell size during tissue elongation. Our results suggest that tissue
elongation in Drosophila wing is influenced by oriented division plane, ori-
ented mechanical force, and reduced cell size. We show that oriented division
plane and oriented mechanical forces act as directional cues during tissue elon-
gation. Between these two directional cues, we find that oriented mechanical
force has stronger influence compared to oriented division plane. In addition,
our results reveal a novel mechanism of reduced cell size in promoting tissue
elongation. We find that reduced cell size alone cannot drive tissue elongation,
as it does not have directional information. However, when combined with di-
rectional cues such as oriented division plane and oriented mechanical force,
reduced cell size can significantly enhance tissue elongation in Drosophila
wing.
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